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Abstract 

A critical strategy of motivating students and improving performance in higher education is 

communicating timely and personalized feedback (Koenka et al., 2019). The language used 

to deliver students' progress and what specific intervention can support their learning is 

hugely impactful especially for students who are struggling. This can also be challenging for 

the academic community to implement when lecturing to large cohorts of year 1 students. 

This paper presents how the learning analytics team in ATU Galway have developed a data 

pipeline to ensure students receive appropriate and personalized feedback on their progress in 

year 1 Science and Computing modules. This work initially began with the DANIEL project 

in 2015 which employed a semi-automated process and has evolved to a streamlined 

automated process embedding the tools of the MS Power environment. This research output 

is the result of a close collaboration with academics, researchers and the Computing Services 

team transforming Moodle data into meaningful information and insights for students. The 

step-by step process of how this is achieved using Power Apps (lecturer interface for 

feedback and progress thresholds), Power Automate to trigger large scale communication, 

Power BI (visualization of cohorts' performance). Learners have engaged as partners in the 

development at each phase of the process and their experiences of this transformed digital 

learning feedback systems are explored. 
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Introduction 

 

Feedback on assessment and course deliverables to students has been shown to be vital in 

their success (Faulconer et al., 2022). Research shows that effective feedback does not 

benefit only the students but provides constructive feedback for the teachers or lecturers as 

well (Obilor, 2019). Students learn more effectively when they receive clear guidance on how 

they can improve (Mag, 2019) and they also have diverse needs, which makes it important 

that feedback systems are designed to meet these diverse and personalised learning needs 

(Henderson et al., 2021). 

 

There have been limitations and challenges with giving face to face feedback considering the 

time commitment and volume of students who need this, technology assisted feedback has 

gained a lot of momentum in recent years (Lopes et al., 2018). The challenges presented by 

Covid in 2020 created opportunity when educators were required to adopt virtual learning 

tools as new modalities for providing feedback to students (Carby, 2023). 

 

However, creating feedback virtually presents different challenges, which include high 

workload associated with providing this feedback regularly to numerous students (Paris, 

2022) and time constraints associated with disseminating personalized feedback (Michael et 

al., 2019). The challenges with dissemination of feedback have spurred on an interest in 

experimenting with latest technologies like the Microsoft Power Tools to discover how best 

technology can be leveraged to mitigate these challenges while providing useful personalized 

feedback at scale to students. This renewed interest has motivated our research. The research 

team are also motivated to uncover the reasons for low engagement and subsequent dropout 

in higher education especially in computing modules (O’Brien, C. 2022). 

 

Methodology 

 

In developing a data pipeline for personalized and appropriate feedback using power tools, 

relevant learner data is collected and processed and cleaned to be suitable for learner 

feedback format. Data that has been used for this study was extracted from the virtual 

learning environment Moodle.     Eight columns were selected for building the automated 

system pipeline which are presented in Table 1.  

 
Column Description Data Type 

Average 

Grade 

Grade scored for the math module.  Numeric values. 

Interactions Interactions count from log files based on Moodle interactions.  Numeric value. 

Journal Score Score of student participation in journal classes (designed to 

encourage students work together and practice topics under guidance).  

Numeric value 

Quiz Scores Score of students during their quizzes.  Numeric values. 

Journal 

Attendance 

Gives a percentage of student journal attendance rate.  Numeric Value. 

Lecture 

Attendance 

Gives students general lecture attendance rate. . Numeric value 

Name Student name for identification and personalization.  String Value. 

Email 

Address 

Student’s email, unique identifier to the student registration numbers 

for sending personalized emails.  

String values. 

Table 1: Moodle data columns used for personalised feedback 

 

Two methods were employed based on the data we have: 



 

Method One: Jupyter and Power Automate Pipeline 

 

The following are steps followed using this method: 

 

Data Cleaning & Preparation: At this phase data is cleaned and formatted for analysis to 

avoid errors. This is achieved by replacing missing values with a specific value or getting rid 

of it altogether. Data extracted from Moodle is loaded into a Jupyter Notebook environment 

where Python code is activated to automatically clean the imported data. 

 

• Comment Generation: Once the data is cleansed and formatted, another Python script is 

activated to loop through the selected columns and output new columns that contain unique 

comments for the students based on values the script identifies in the columns. Python 

conditional statement is used here to assign different comments to different column score 

values. The code presented in figure 1 illustrates how a student with a low score are 

encouraged and offered further support.  

 

 
Figure 1: Comment Generation using Python Script 

 

• Secure Data Transfer through API: As soon as the script for comment generation is 

run and complete in the Jupyter/Python environment, then all the newly generated data is 

securely transferred to the Microsoft Power environment where the power tools of flow can 

be applied to send unique feedback to students.  

 

A new flow was created in Power automate. A simple flow that simply receives a HTTP 

request and sends an email is created as shown in Figure 2. 

 



 

 
Figure 2: Power Automate Flow Steps 

 

Data from the Jupyter environment is pointed to the URL generated by the “when a HTTP 

request is received” step of the above flow. Data is sent from the python environment using 

the requests package in a script as presented in Figure 3.  

 

 
Figure 3: Connecting Data through API from Jupyter Environment 

 

The URL link from Microsoft Flow created must be in the space in red for the data to move 

correctly and a description of the data schema coming through the API was made in the 

Power Automate environment. A successful connection leads us to the next stage in Pipeline 

which is Email design/dispatch.  

 

• Email Design/Dispatch: Before the email is sent through activation of Python script, an 

email template is created in the Power Automate environment. All data coming through are 

held in variable names, this includes the unique comments for each student based on their 

performance earlier generated in the Jupyter/Python environment. 

 

A template is presented in Figure 4.  



 

 
Figure 4: Email Template design 

 

The dynamic content from the schema set in the first flow step  is generated from the 

template. Additional edits can be made here to for the email edited to the correct format for 

the lecturer’s preference.   

 

Once it is satisfactory, the email is dispatched by activating the python script through the 

terminal and the email template is sent out with unique comments coming through for every 

student, personalized to their performance but taking this general template structure. 

 

A sample email sent is shown in Figure 5. 

 



 

Figure 5: Sample Email sent using Method one 

 

Method Two: Jupyter /PowerApps Pipeline 

 

This method uses PowerApps to achieve the outcomes of method 1 within an end-to-end 

application that can easily be used by academic staff.  

 

This method explores the use of PowerApps platform combined with cleaned data from 

Jupyter notebook for the same purpose. The PowerApps platform enables anyone create 

custom apps.  

 

This would allow more flexibility for educators to set their own thresholds or edit the 

personalized comments they want to make without having to worry about all the 

computational processes.  

 

This idea was tested on a small sample dataset with three columns “Email, name and score”. 

The steps taken were as follows: 



 

Data Cleaning and Preparation: Here the demo data used was formatted using Jupyter 

notebook to the Power App. The advantage of the PowerApps over the previous method is 

that it is a lot easier to directly connect a dataset to the Power App. 

 

Comment Generation: The comment generation using PowerApps is different as it achieved 

in the Power environment rather than within Jupyter notebook. A simple click of a button in 

the PowerApps after relevant scores and comments have been added to the app enables an 

academic staff member set thresholds and comment fields.  Some of these comments are 

prepopulated based on best practice in student feedback as illustrated in Figure 6 

 

 
Figure 6: Power Apps initial screen 

 

Once the generate comments button is clicked, the application proceeds to the next screen 

where a preview of the new column added to the table is generated as shown in Figure 7.  

 

 
Figure 7: Power Apps Comment Generation Preview Screen 

 

This leads on the next step. 



 

Email Design/Email Dispatch: 

 

The email design for this method is similar to method 1 as the “Click to send Emails if 

Preview is Okay” button shown in Figure 7 above triggers a Power Automate flow designed 

as presented in Figure 8.  

 

 
Figure 8: Power Automate Flow connection from PowerApps. 

 

In the flow steps, data with comment generated from app is handled using the initialize 

variable step. Variables are used for storing and managing data from PowerApps. However, 

because the initialized variable contains all the data from the table and personalized feedback 

is to be sent to each component of the stored variable, the Parse JSON step was used to break 

down the stored variable in specified structure presented in Figure 9: 

 



 

 
Figure 9: Parse JSON step for PowerApps button 

 

This defines the properties of initialized variable data and enables data to be broken down 

into individual observations. 

 

The next step in the flow process now sends an email to each observation from the parsed 

JSON step and email template for this testing purpose is shown in Figure 10.  

 



 

 
Figure 10: Email template for method two 

 

Once the template is completed, the button configuration is saved and on clicking the button 

from Power Apps, the following screen appears as illustrated in Figure 11 confirming to the 

academic staff member confirming that the personalized feedback emails have been sent to 

the students. 

 

 



 

 
Figure 11: End Screen on PowerApps 

 

Sample test email sent out using the second method is shown below: 

 

 
Figure 12: Sample test Email Sent out from pipeline two. 

 

Results 

 

We had earlier sent out to the feedback to 207 students who were consented partners in the 

research. To follow up students were asked for feedback on how they felt about the 

personalized feedback they received. Responses presented in Figure 13 showed that 93% of 

respondents found this feedback very useful. 

 

 



 

 
Figure 13: Students’ perceived usefulness of personalized emails 

 

The majority of the students (82%) also preferred this mechanism to receive feedback.  The 

word cloud in Figure 14 identifies email as the preferred communication tool.  Students also 

valued in person communication.  

 

 
Figure 14: Word Cloud showing feedback method preference. 

 

There were some interesting comments from qualitative data coming through the students on 

feedback preference as shown in Figure 15: 

 

 
Figure 15: Random Student comments on feedback preference 

 

Conclusion 

 

This research highlights the potential of using power tools suite to automate and scale 

personalized feedback to learners. It also shows that leveraging technology to provide this 

feedback is welcomed by students who find it useful receiving feedback. This system also 

makes it a lot easier for educators to send customizable and personalized feedback to large 

student cohort in much shorter time than they would have used if they were to do it manually. 
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